University Student Sample Is Unable to Accurately Assess Their Calorie Needs: Implications for Weight Management and Menu Labeling
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ABSTRACT

National surveys have shown that over 80% of adults do not know their recommended calorie levels. Lack of knowledge about calorie needs could be contributing to the high prevalence of obesity in the US. Young adulthood is a crucial period for the development of dietary behaviors that continue into later adulthood and influence the risk of obesity and chronic disease. This study examined university students’ knowledge of their recommended calorie needs. Subjects (N = 153) were students at Texas Tech University in Fall 2010. Students were given a survey to assess perceived daily calorie need (PDCN) and perceived daily calorie intake (PDCI). Their recommended daily calorie needs (RDCN) and actual calorie intakes (ACI) were determined using MyPyramid.gov. PDCN, PDCI, RDCN, and ACI were compared to determine students’ ability to accurately estimate and consume recommended daily calorie levels. The range of their PDCN was 120 kcal to 10,000 kcal. Only 19.7% of students estimated their RDCN accurately. There were significant differences between PDCN and RDCN (t [152] = −3.223, P = 0.002); PDCI and ACI (t [114] = 3.246, P = 0.002); and ACI and RDCN (t [114] = −5.6, P = 0.000). Nearly 40% of these university students were overweight. BMI had a significant effect (P = 0.001) on students’ estimation of their RDCN as students with underweight/normal BMI were more accurate. Nutrition education programs focused on calorie needs should be implemented with university students so they will be able to effectively use calorie information on food labels and menus for weight management.
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1. Introduction

The major nutrition concerns facing the US population are obesity and chronic diseases which are mainly influenced by diet [1,2]. Between 1988 and 2008, the prevalence of overweight and obese US adults increased from 58.9% to 73.7% of the population [3]. Knowledge of calorie needs and intake may be helpful in addressing the high prevalence of overweight and obesity in the US and the chronic diseases they influence.

The International Food Information Council (IFIC) Foundation conducts an annual survey with a sample of the US adult population, and the 2011 Survey showed that only 9% were able to accurately estimate their recommended daily calorie needs [4]. Several factors may be related to individuals’ ability to accurately estimate their calorie needs. Carels and colleagues showed that adults in a weight loss program with a higher body mass index (BMI) were less accurate in caloric estimation of individual foods than those with a lower BMI at baseline [5]. However, in a study with university students, Carels and colleagues found that caloric estimations and ratings of foods’ “healthiness” or “capacity to affect weight” in food did not differ as a function of either BMI status or gender [6]. African-American subjects ages 20 - 70 years who usually/often read nutrition labels and specific label nutrient information reported statistically significantly higher fruit and vegetable intakes and lower total fat, saturated fat, and fat-related behaviors, regardless of age, sex, and education [7]. In nationally representative data of US adults, nutrition knowledge and beliefs showed a significant and positive association with quality of dietary intake even when socioeconomic, lifestyle (smoking, exercise), and geographic factors were considered [8]. In a study of university students in Croatia, students with the highest nutrition knowledge were twelve times more likely to have a diet that met recommendations compared to students with the lowest level of knowledge [9]. While one study found that university campus meal plan subscription had little or no impact on student food consumption patterns or nutrient intake [10], a more
recent study showed that students with meal plans have greater access and intake of most food groups compared to those who don’t have meal plans [11]. A study of young adults found that living situation influences dietary patterns as those living with their parents or other non-campus sites appeared to have poorer dietary intake than those living on campus [12]. However, to the authors’ knowledge, no previous study has examined the impact of gender, campus meal plan, reading food labels, BMI, and physical activity status on the ability of university students to estimate their calorie needs or intake. The purpose of this study with university students was to: 1) compare perceived daily calorie needs (PDCN) and recommended daily calorie needs (RDCN), compare reported actual calorie intake (ACI) and RDCN, and compare perceived daily calorie intake (PDCI) and ACI; and 2) determine how other factors (such as gender, campus meal plan, reading food labels, BMI, and physical activity status) affect the students’ ability to accurately estimate calorie needs and consume recommended calorie levels. It was hypothesized that there would be significant differences between PDCN and RDCN, ACI and RDCN, and PDCI and ACI. Additionally, it was hypothesized that BMI status would have a significant effect on students’ ability to estimate RDCN.

2. Subjects and Methods

2.1. Subjects

Undergraduate students enrolled in an introductory nutrition course for non-majors at Texas Tech University (TTU) in Fall 2010 were recruited to participate. This sample was out of 25,462 undergraduates enrolled in Fall 2010. This study was approved by the TTU Office of Research Services’ Institutional Review Board.

2.2. Survey

On the first class day before class instruction had begun, a survey was administered to assess basic demographics, participation in the campus meal plan, exercise frequency and duration, frequency of reading food labels, perceived daily calorie needs, and perceived daily calorie intake. The survey was pretested with a separate class of 20 students in another department to ensure that wording was clear and responses were realistic.

2.3. Calorie Estimation and Physical Measurements

In the third week of the semester, students used MyPyramid.gov to record their food intake for 3 days (2 weekdays and 1 weekend day). Their ACI was then calculated automatically, and the mean calorie level of these 3 days of reported intake was then determined. Thus, PDCN and PDCI were asked on the survey before class instruction began, and ACI was determined at week 3 of the course.

Height and weight were measured in all students by a peer in the class using a stadiometer, and weights were measured in light clothing and bare feet on an electronic scale. Shoes, socks, hats and other personal items were removed for both height and weight measurements. Height and weight values were used to calculate their BMI status, expressed as weight (kilograms)/height² (meters). BMI level was used to determine students who were in underweight (below 18.5), normal weight (18.5 - 24.9), overweight (25 - 29.9), and obese (above 30) categories. Additionally, students’ age, gender, and exercise frequency and duration from the survey, and height and weight measurements were entered by individual students into MyPyramid.gov to determine their RDCN and ACI. PDCN, PDCI, RDCN, and ACI were compared to determine students’ ability to estimate and consume recommended daily calorie levels. Based on the criteria in the IFIC Surveys [4], calorie estimations were considered accurate if they were +/-100 calories of the amount estimated by MyPyramid.

2.4. Statistics Analysis

Statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS (version 19.0, SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL), with a P ≤ 0.05 considered statistically significant. Descriptive statistics were used to summarize variables. Paired t-tests were used to examine the difference between their RDCN and PDCN, RDCN and PDCI, RDCN and ACI, and PDCI and ACI. Analysis of variance was used to determine if gender, BMI category, campus meal plan, frequency of reading food labels, and exercise frequency and duration affect students’ ability to estimate their daily calorie needs and calorie intakes. Independent samples chi-square tests were used to test for differences among categories. Data are presented in text, figures, and tables as means ± standard deviations (SD).

3. Results

Characteristics of the sample of students (N = 153) are presented in Table 1. The majority of students were female (70%), did not have a campus meal plan (67.3%), always/sometimes read food labels (77.2%), and lived off campus (85%). Approximately 40% of students were either overweight or obese. Most students (68.7%) reported exercising 30 - 60 min/day, and over 50% exercised 2 times/week or 3 - 4 times/week.

The means ± SD of PDCN, PDCI, RDCN, ACI are
presented in Table 1. The range of values for PDCN and PDCI were 120 kcal to 10,000 kcal, and 220 kcal to 12,000 kcal, respectively (data not shown). Specifically, over 80% of students either under-estimated (61.8%) or over-estimated (18.4%) their RDCN (Figure 1). Students’ knowledge of their daily calorie intake showed only 12.3% of students estimated their PDCI accurately based on their reported ACI (Figure 2). Approximately 58% of students overestimated their PDCI compared with their reported ACI (Figure 2). Students’ ability to consume their recommended daily calorie level showed over 88% of students either over (22.8%) or under (65.8%) consumed their RDCN (Figure 3). The results

![Figure 1. Knowledge of recommended daily calorie needs in university students (n = 152).](image1)
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![Figure 3. Reported daily calorie intake compared to recommended daily calorie intake in university students (n = 114).](image3)
of differences between PDCN, PDCI, ACI, and RDCN showed that the students’ estimated PDCN were significantly less than their calculated RDCN (t = 3.22, P = 0.002); students’ estimated PDCI were more than their reported ACI (t = 3.25, P = 0.002); and students’ calculated RDCN were significantly greater than their self reported ACI (t = 5.60, P = 0.000) (Table 2).

Although the result was not significant, female students had better estimation of their RDCN than male students (22.6% versus 13.0%, respectively) (P = 0.392) (Table 3). For the findings in Table 3 related to food labels, exercise frequency and duration, and BMI, the multiple categories were reclassified into two categories to increase subgroup size. Students who always/sometimes read food labels, more often accurately estimated their RDCN (22.2%) than those who rarely/never read food labels (11.4%), and those who always/sometimes read food labels (70.3%) tended to consume fewer calories (based on their RDCN) than those who rarely/never read food labels (47.8%) (data not shown). However, these results related to reading food labels were not significant.

Students who exercised less than 30 min/day (41.7%) were more accurate in estimating their RDCN than those who exercised more than 30 min/day (18.2), although this result was not significant (P = 0.065). However, students’ exercise frequency showed that those who exercised 3 or more times per week significantly estimated their RDCN less accurately (12.9%), and more often overestimated their RDCN (25.9%) compared to those who exercised 2 times or less per week (27.7% and 9.2%, respectively) (P = 0.008) (Table 3). Over 28% of the students in the underweight/normal weight group estimated their RDCN accurately compared to only 6.7% who were overweight/obese. The difference between the two BMI categories was significant (P = 0.001) (Table 3). Additionally, students with higher BMI were more likely to underestimate their RDCN than those with lower BMI (78.3% vs. 51.1%, respectively) (P = 0.001) (data not shown).

### 4. Discussion

The range of values for PDCN and PDCI (120 kcal to 10,000 kcal, and 220 kcal to 12,000 kcal, respectively) showed a wide variation in students’ perceptions of their calorie needs and reported intake. Although the 80% of students who either under-estimated or over-estimated their RDCN (Figure 1) is less than the 91% of US adults who did not know their recommended calorie levels as reported in the IFIC 2011 Food & Health Survey [4], it is still an undesirably high lack of knowledge of calories. This lack of knowledge may contribute to students’ inability to manage their weight effectively. According to students’ knowledge of daily calorie intake, only 12.3% of students estimated their PDCI accurately (Figure 2).

Two possibilities exist for the discrepancy between PDCI and ACI. First, students’ knowledge of their calorie needs is lacking, and although we didn’t assess their knowledge of the calorie content of food, this was possibly limited as well. Second, ACI may be biased as adult subjects frequently underreport food intake [13,14]. Since 88% of students did not consume their RDCN (Figure 3), students need education regarding their recommended calorie intake. Also, additional education or encouragement to accurately report their food intake may be needed when working with this population.
Based on our results, the hypothesis that there would be significant differences between students’ PDCN and their RDCN, PDCI and their ACI, and ACI and their RDCN, were supported. Although the following results were not statistically significant, they may have some practical value. The finding that a higher percent of female students were better at estimating their RDCN than male students was not consistent with a study of 101 undergraduate students that showed accuracy in caloric estimation did not differ as a function of gender [6]. Thus, more research is needed to evaluate the role of gender and knowledge of recommended calorie levels. The findings that students who always/sometimes read food labels estimated their RDCN more accurately than those who rarely/never read, and those who always/sometimes read food labels tended to consume fewer calories than those who rarely/never read, are in the hypothesized direction. This suggests that reading food labels has potential for affecting knowledge related to management of calorie intake.

With the passage of H.R. 3590, the Patient Protection and Affordable Health Care Act, in March 2010, menu calorie labeling has become a national platform. Section 4205 of H.R. 3590 addresses menu labeling provisions on a federal level by mandating that restaurants and food vendors with more than 20 locations disclose calorie information for some items in their franchises and make other nutrient composition data available to consumers [15]. Our research has implications for this new menu labeling regulation in that if university students and other adults as per IFIC Surveys don’t know their RDCN, then menu labeling with calorie information may not be very effective.

Results indicated there was no significant difference between students’ exercise duration and their RDCN estimation. However, there was a significant difference between students’ exercise frequency and RDCN estimation (Table 3) as we found that students who exercised more than 3 times per week tended to overestimate their RDCN compared to those who exercised less times per week. Our results might suggest that those students who exercised 3 or more times per week estimated their daily calories to be higher than those who read food labels more often, the difference was not significant. Overall, our findings suggest that university students in this sample had limited knowledge about their RDCN and ACI. Nutrition education efforts related to accurate self-assessment of calorie needs and actual intake are needed as part of weight management strategies. Students can be directed to ChooseMyPlate.gov to determine their daily calorie needs based on age, gender, height, weight, and physical activity. Specifically, university students need to know their calorie needs in order to evaluate food labels and evaluate calorie information that will soon be required on restaurant menu items [15].

This study does present with some limitations. Height and weight were measured by peers in a lab class instead of by trained researchers. Students were instructed on proper methods to measure height and weight, but inter-observer reliability was not determined. However, the IFIC studies [4,17,18] and other national surveys, including the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Study [19], rely on self-reported height and weight, which may be even less accurate. In addition, even though we had trained lab assistants teach students how to use MyPyramid to calculate their RDCN and ACI, students may have incompletely followed the procedures. When students imported their food record into MyPyramid to calculate their ACI, students may not have included all of the food they had consumed, and may not have entered the correct portion size. Furthermore, we only collected food records for three days. Students might not have eaten typical foods on those selected days, causing their reported ACI to be under or over the true amount. If we had approximately one week period for food intake record, their reported ACI might be more accurate. However, an extended number of food records may contribute to respondent burden which can reduce accuracy [20].

5. Conclusion

In this sample of university students, most students were unable to accurately estimate and consume their RDCN and unable to accurately estimate their ACI. Students with higher BMI were more likely to underestimate their RDCN, and students who exercised 3 or more times per week overestimated their daily calorie needs. Even though the accurate estimation of RDCN was slightly increased in those students who read food labels more often, the difference was not significant. Overall, our findings suggest that university students in this sample had limited knowledge about their RDCN and ACI. Nutrition education efforts related to accurate self-assessment of calorie needs and actual intake are needed as part of weight management strategies. Students can be directed to ChooseMyPlate.gov to determine their daily calorie needs based on age, gender, height, weight, and physical activity. Specifically, university students need to know their calorie needs in order to evaluate food labels and evaluate calorie information that will soon be required on restaurant menu items [15].
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